The structural characteristic of the refractive index of optical waves was calculated from experimental data on the microstructure of the temperature turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer. The experimental data were obtained with an acoustic meteorological radar (sodar), ultrasonic anemometer-thermometer, and meteorological temperature profilometer. Estimates of the structural characteristics for different conditions in the atmospheric boundary layer are presented and were compared with model profiles.
Introduction
Serial devices providing continuous remote diagnostics of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) in order to monitor the turbulence influencing the propagation of optical radiation through the atmosphere are now lacking. The need for development, production, and application of such devices is being driven by urgent problems, such as the stable operation of optical communication channels in the randomly inhomogeneous atmosphere, correction of optical observations (including adaptive correction), and prediction of propagation of laser radiation of different power levels in the ABL.
The structural characteristic of the refractive index, C 2 n , is one of the main parameters characterizing the strength of optical turbulence in the atmosphere. It is the result of parameterization of the structure function of the refractive index of optical waves in air. In our studies, we have followed the terminology and approaches described in References [1] [2] [3] [4] , which formulated both the principles of the effect of turbulence on wave propagation in the turbulent atmosphere, and the indisputable need for correct consideration of the spatiotemporal variability of C 2 n in atmospheric optics. Since the refractive index of optical waves is related to the air temperature, the structural characteristic C 2 n is proportional to C 2 T , which is a result of parameterization of the corresponding structure function. It should be noted that C 2 T in the ABL, especially in the surface layer, is much easier to determine than C 2 n . Therefore, in many studies, the parameter C 2 T has been determined first and then used to calculate C 2 n . There is a long history of studies on spatiotemporal variability of C 2 n (C 2 T ) in the atmosphere, but this work remains urgent today. In the absence of a detailed literature review on this subject, we would like to note some recent publications dealing with the analysis of C 2 n and C 2 T , with an emphasis on those papers considering simultaneous estimates of C 2 n or C 2 T at several levels. It is clear that the most accurate results have been provided by tower studies with turbulence meters (usually ultrasonic meteorological stations) installed at different levels. These data are used as reference data both for the analysis of turbulence characteristics and comparison with other devices. As an example, we refer 2 of 13 to References [5] [6] [7] [8] , which discussed the results of C 2 T calculations based on tower measurements. In recent years, small unmanned aerial systems have been actively used for ABL studies. These systems are capable of providing C 2 T estimates not only in the vertical direction, but also in the horizontal plane [7] [8] [9] . However, their data do not always agree with other data [7] . Radiosondes have also been applied to study optical turbulence, and their information forms the basis for the calculation of C 2 n (C 2 T ) both in the ABL and in higher layers [10] [11] [12] . The vertical profiles of C 2 n can also be calculated from analysis of observations of both artificial and natural atmospheric and extra-atmospheric sources of optical radiation [13] [14] [15] . Scintillometers are widely employed for estimation of C 2 n at near-surface paths. In the case of slanted paths, they allow the determination of layer-averaged values of C 2 n , as well as calculation of their vertical profiles [7, 16, 17] .
This short list of the methods used for the determination of vertical profiles of the structural characteristic C 2 n (C 2 T ) is mentioned only to demonstrate the main approaches used to obtain the necessary information, rather than to analyze these methods and their results in detail. For more detailed information, see the literature reviews in the referenced papers. However, all the methods mentioned either fail to provide for the continuous monitoring of C 2 n (C 2 T ) profiles in the ABL with the proper space and time resolution, or can be implemented only from unique stationary objects, such as high meteorological towers.
Methods and technical facilities for remote sensing of the ABL appear promising for the study of C 2 n (C 2 T ). In particular, laser-sensing technologies for C 2 n (see, for example, References [18, 19] ) able to efficiently solve the formulated problem with the proper methodical and instrumental implementation are currently under development. However, the methods and technical facilities of remote acoustic diagnostics of the ABL (acoustic meteorological radars-sodars) are currently the closest, in our opinion, to solving the problem of online monitoring of the height-time profiles of the structural characteristic C 2 n , because sodars can work continuously under severe atmospheric conditions, provide satisfactory space and time resolution of the monitored parameters, and are not expensive to produce or use. In particular, the atmospheric signals recorded by sodars are proportional to the variance of the air temperature, which determines the variance of the refractive index of optical waves. The results published in Reference [8, 9, [20] [21] [22] [23] provide an example of the application of sodar for determination of C 2 n (C 2 T ) in the ABL. This paper is devoted to the application of sodar for estimation of C 2 n . The main goal of this paper was to demonstrate the capability of sodar to provide a satisfactory space and time resolution in estimations of C 2 n in the ABL. This capability will allow the detailed study and prediction of the microstructure of the C 2 n field in the future.
Experimental Section

Method for Determination of Structural Characteristics
The technique of remote acoustic sounding of the ABL can be briefly described as follows. A sodar antenna with a beam width Ω(f) (rad) launches a short acoustic pulse into the atmosphere with the duration τ (s) and the carrier frequency f (Hz). In the course of propagation, acoustic waves are scattered, particularly in the backward direction, and are recorded by the same antenna (monostatic sounding scheme). The amplitude of the acoustic signal scattered at height H is proportional to the intensity of the temperature pulsations at this height (more precisely, to the pulse scattering volume V(H, τ, Ω)). In the case of a vertically oriented sounding channel, the power P r (H, f) of the acoustic signal recorded from this height can be generally determined using the following equation (see, for example, References [1, 23] ),
where P 0 (f) is the power of the launched acoustic signal, J(f) is the instrumental function of the transceiving channel, F(f, M, V, H) is the function associated with the conditions of propagation of the sounding signal in the atmosphere, and L a (f, H, M) and L s (f, H, Ω, M, M t ) are the factors responsible for the signal attenuation at the sounding path due to absorption and scattering, respectively. The influences of the average values of the meteorological parameters (temperature and humidity of air, atmospheric pressure, and wind velocity) on the sound propagation and the pulsation characteristics are denoted as M and M t , respectively. Both M and M t depend on the height H. It should be noted that the power of the received signal P r (H, f) is assumed to depend only on the height and the carrier frequency of the sounding pulse, although it actually depends on the full set of variables on the right-hand side of Equation (1) . It should be emphasized that C 2 T (H) should remain the same regardless of the sounding frequency f.
Equation (1) includes the simplified relationship of the acoustic signal recorded from the atmosphere to the structural characteristic of the air temperature C 2 T (H). For a detailed description of the relationship between P r (H, f) and C 2 T (H), see Reference [1] . However, most existing techniques for interpreting the results of acoustic sounding of the atmosphere employ equations similar to Equation (1) (see References [9, 21, 23] ). We also used Equation (1) as a basis, and wrote the equation for calculation of C 2 T (H) as follows [24] [25] [26] :
T is the temperature of air (in K), B r is the calibration coefficient related to both the output power and the characteristics of the transceiving channel of the sodar antenna (only the frequency dependence is shown), and A c,r is the pressure amplitude (Pa) of the useful signal from height H at the frequency f and the sounding pulse duration τ. It should be noted that at time t, when the signal from height H is recorded, the useful signal A c,r measured by the sodar is combined with the noise component A n : A r (H) = A c,r (H) + A n (H). Here, the height dependence of the noise component A n has a formal character, emphasizing only that it corresponds to the time at which the signal from height H is received. In turn,
where the functions α b (f, M) and α s (f, Ω, M, M t ) are associated with the sound attenuation due to absorption and scattering (loss of the sound energy by the sounding beam), respectively. To apply Equation (2), it is necessary both to separate the component A c,r from the signal + noise mixture recorded by the sodar and to correctly estimate the influence of the function α s (f, Ω, M, M t ). This is not a trivial task. While we have not provided a detailed description of the procedure, we would like to note that for separation of the useful signal A c,r , we used the combined analysis algorithms of the signal-to-noise ratio and the Doppler shift statistics, which were used to find the radial (along the sounding path) components of the wind velocity. The estimates of the function α s (f, Ω, M, M t ) were based on consideration of the wind dispersion values measured by the sodar and the size of the antenna's directional pattern at different heights (measured previously).
It should be noted that Equation ( 2) corresponds to the vertical orientation of the sodar measuring channel. However, slanted sounding channels can also be used for estimation of C 2 T (H); in such a case, Equation (2) should be modified.
One of the main steps in calculation of the profiles of the absolute values of C 2 T using Equation (2) is the correct setting of the calibration coefficient B r , which depends on both the design features of the particular sodar antenna and the carrier frequency of the sounding signal. One of two approaches is generally used for this step. The first approach is based on the instrumental calibration of the measuring channels. In this case, transmitted and recorded signals with known amplitude-frequency characteristics are thoroughly measured. This is a rather laborious process, requiring some important conditions to be fulfilled in the experiments. Examples of this calibration method can be found in Reference [27, 28] . However, another approach is more widely used; it is based on referencing the vertical profiles C 2 T,n (H) obtained by a sodar and measured in arbitrary units to absolute values of C 2 T (H) measured by independent devices (for example, by ultrasonic anemometers-thermometers or aerial systems). This allows the calibration coefficient B r (f) to be determined (calculated). The results reported below were obtained by applying the second approach, using measurements of the turbulence in the surface layer recorded by ultrasonic anemometers-thermometers [24, 25] . This technique was also used, for example, in References [21, 22] .
As a result, the reported results obtained by applying Equation (2) are only estimations and cannot be considered to be measured, because they were obtained based on significant assumptions. Nevertheless, Equation (2) allows, in our opinion, an objective judgement of the height-time variability of C 2 T and C 2 n (C 2 T ). The structural characteristic of the refractive index of the optical waves was calculated using Equation (3).
where λ is the optical wavelength (µm) and p is the atmospheric pressure (hPa). The atmospheric pressure profile was determined using the standard barometric formula with the measured air temperature profile [29] . It was assumed in the calculation of C 2 n (H, λ) that the optical radiation fell within the infrared spectral range. Therefore, the factor outside the square on in the right-hand side of Equation (3) was assumed to be equal to unity. For short-wavelength radiation, the values of C 2 n (H, λ) can be estimated by simple multiplication of the C 2 n (H) profiles by the corresponding factor.
Instrumentation and Measurement Site
The experimental data for calculation of the C 2 n (H) profiles were obtained from the Volna-4M three-channel sodar [30] . The sodar was installed on the roof of the laboratory building of the V.E. Zuev Institute of Atmospheric Optics SB RAS (Akademgorodok, Tomsk). It provided measurements in the height range 45-700 m, with a vertical step of 5 m and a time step of about 7 s. The measurements were carried out at 08:00-21:00 local time. The observation site was surrounded by one-to seven-floor buildings and forest plantations up to 20 m high. Thus, this site can be classified as an urban territory. The sodar operated in the mode of simultaneous transmission of pulsed sounding acoustic signals from three antennas. Each antenna transmitted a 0.15 s pulse at the given carrier frequency (frequencies of 1900, 2100, and 2300 Hz were used). In the next launch of the sounding pulse from a given antenna, the carrier frequency changed; the carrier frequency in a series of sounding pulses was cyclically alternated. The three antennas transmitted pulses with different carrier frequencies simultaneously. This sodar operation regime results in a better quality C 2 T estimation due to the more flexible algorithm for the separation of useful signals A c,r against the background. In addition, since one antenna was oriented vertically and the other two had a small tilt (zenith angle of 20 • ), the atmospheric boundary layer zones covered by these antennas lay side by side. This allowed us to expect that the nine vertical profiles C 2 T (H) obtained by the different antennas at different frequencies would coincide after averaging for the rather long time period (for example, several tens of minutes), provided that the calibration coefficients B r (f) had been determined correctly.
Since the parameters of the signals received by the sodar (amplitude, Doppler shift) are influenced by the random fields of the air temperature and wind velocity components, the statistical analysis of A c,r was used to estimate the sought parameters. One (instantaneous) C 2 T (H) was usually calculated for a time interval of 10 min.
Meteorological parameters were measured simultaneously at the same site (round the clock) by the Meteo-2 ultrasonic meteorological station (UMS) [31] (at a height of 5 m from the roof and 17 m from the surface). In addition, air temperature profiles were measured by the MTP-5 profilometer [32] in the height range 17-1000 m, with a time step of 5 min and a vertical step of 50 m. The results obtained by the Meteo-2 UMS were used to determine the calibration coefficients B r (f). The MTP-5 results were used to calculate the C 2 n (H) and G(H, f) functions entered into Equation (2).
Method for Fitting Calibration Coefficients
The fitting of the calibration coefficients B r (f) and verification of the calculated C 2 T (H) profiles were carried out via comparison with the model C 2 T,m (H) profiles characteristic of the convective conditions. For this procedure, the days with pronounced convection observed in the ABL in the of 11:00-17:00 LT period were selected from sodar echograms. Examples of these echograms are shown in Figure 1 . The figure shows initial echograms of the vertically oriented sounding channel without rejection of the noise components. The carrier frequency of the sounding pulses was 2100 Hz. The degree of blackening at the low levels of the echograms corresponds to the amplitude A c,r (mixed with noise). The general grey background in the echograms characterizes the noise intensity of the sodar signals (noise component A n ). The high degree of intermittence of the zones with the high intensity of temperature pulsations in the ABL is noteworthy (the stronger the pulsations, the more intense the blackening in the echograms). It should be also noted that since the measurements were carried out over an urban territory in the daytime, the background noise intensity did not allow us to record signals from higher levels than those seen in the echograms (usually no higher than 400-500 m). profiles characteristic of the convective conditions. For this procedure, the days with pronounced convection observed in the ABL in the of 11:00-17:00 LT period were selected from sodar echograms. Examples of these echograms are shown in Figure 1 . The figure shows initial echograms of the vertically oriented sounding channel without rejection of the noise components. The carrier frequency of the sounding pulses was 2100 Hz. The degree of blackening at the low levels of the echograms corresponds to the amplitude r , c A (mixed with noise). The general grey background in the echograms characterizes the noise intensity of the sodar signals (noise component n A ). The high degree of intermittence of the zones with the high intensity of temperature pulsations in the ABL is noteworthy (the stronger the pulsations, the more intense the blackening in the echograms). It should be also noted that since the measurements were carried out over an urban territory in the daytime, the background noise intensity did not allow us to record signals from higher levels than those seen in the echograms (usually no higher than 400-500 m). In fitting the calibration coefficients
, it was assumed that on the chosen days, the ) H ( C 2 T profiles the ABL convection could be described by Equation (4). In fitting the calibration coefficients B r (f), it was assumed that on the chosen days, the C 2 T (H) profiles the ABL convection could be described by Equation (4).
where the height H c corresponds to the level above which the profile C 2 T (H) changes its shape. This model is based on empirical data (see, for example, Reference [4] ). It was in agreement with our earlier experimental studies of normalized C 2 T (H) profiles at the given observation site [26] . According to Reference [26] , H c falls within the range 60-80 m. In Reference [4] , the level H ≈ c 30 m was reported as judged from measurements taken in a steppe region. Equation (4) corresponds to the averaged (for a rather long time period) profile of the structural characteristic C 2 T (H).
To determine B r (f), we assumed that at a height H d ≤ H c , from which the sodar was able to receive signals, Equation (5) would be valid (overbar denotes time averaging).
that is, the average value of the structure characteristic C 2 T measured by the sodar at the height H d is equal to the model value calculated as
where C 2 T,s (H 0 ) is determined from the results obtained by the ultrasonic meteorological station installed at height H 0 (see, for example, References [33, 34] ).
From Equations (5) and (6), we wrote the equation for estimation of the calibration coefficient
The right-hand side of this equation includes only the parameters known from the measurements, namely C 2 T,s (H 0 = 5 M ) and A c,r (H d , f), as well as the calculated values of G(H d , f). As a result, using the experimental dataset (under convection conditions) and assuming H = d 75 m, we obtained the set of calibration coefficients B r (f), remembering that that the coefficients B r (f) are unique for every sodar antenna and every acoustic frequency used for the sounding. We also used this approach to determine B r (f) in our earlier words [24, 25] . The results obtained imply the necessity of periodic refinement of the calibration coefficients for all sodar measuring channels and all frequencies used.
Results and Discussion
Let us exemplify the calculation of the profiles C 2 n (H) using Equation (3) with the use of the estimates of C 2 T (H) made by Equation (2) on one of the days chosen for analysis-15 August 2018, 11:00-17:00 local time. Figure 2a shows the initial echogram obtained at the frequency of 2300 Hz by one of the slanted sodar channels. Figure 2b depicts the plots of the current C 2 n (H) profiles corresponding to the echogram shown in Figure 2a and calculated for time intervals of 10 min (36 profiles). The measurement time is not shown, because this figure serves only to illustrate the general pattern of variation of the C 2 n (H) profiles for the measurement period. The same figure also shows the plot (asterisks) of the average C 2 n (H) profile for this period. It should be taken into account that the current C 2 n (H) profiles between the levels of 5 m and 75 m were calculated using the power law C 2 n (H) ∝ H m , with the exponent m dependent on the measured values of C 2 n at heights of 5 m (with the sonic) and 75 m (with the sodar). The technique used and details of the algorithm can be found in Reference [24] . Figure 2b .
The example shown in Figure 2 allowed us to state that the use of sodar findings was able to adequately estimate vertical profiles of the structural characteristic C 2 n (H). Without additional illustrations, we also noted that on other days with pronounced convection, the average (over all measurement channels and frequencies) C 2 n (H) profiles calculated from the sodar data were close in shape to Equation (4) . It was clear that we should not expect the experimental C 2 n (H) profiles to be identical to those of the model.
In summary, we concluded that careful fitting of the calibration coefficients B r (f) and the efficient separation of useful sodar signals A c,r (H, f, t) enabled the calculation of instantaneous C 2 n (H) profiles with satisfactory quality. In this case, the calibration coefficients were correct not only for convective conditions, but also for all other measurement periods.
We now present examples of calculated height-time C 2 n (H, t) profiles not only for daytime convection conditions, but also for other types of temperature stratification. Figure 3a shows the initial echogram of the vertically oriented sounding channel for the carrier frequency of 2100 Hz, measured on 9 June 2019 between 08:00 and 21:00 LT. This period was chosen because air temperature inversion was observed at the start and the end of the episode, and convection occurred at midday (Figure 3b ). The C 2 n (H, t) field calculated from the experimental data is shown in Figure 3c . It should be noted that the background noise intensity allowed the sodar to receive signals from 400-500 m only. Therefore, the distribution of C 2 n (H, t) had a pronounced top, being limited to values in the order of 10 −15 m −2/3 .
where the exponent p is equal to −2/3 in the case of stable stratification and −4/3 for convective conditions. Equation (8) is a somewhat truncated version of the initial equation [17, 35] , because it was used only for the atmospheric boundary layer. The calculations were carried out at Figure 3d shows the results of the calculation using Equation (8), with the intervals of stable and unstable stratification separated by gaps. This separation was based on the temperature profiles shown in Figure 3b . Comparing the experimental data (Figure 3c ) with the model data (Figure 3d ), we found a discrepancy between them, especially in daytime. This was attributed, in particular, to the fact that the model profile from Equation (8) (8); (e) model values of C 2 n (H, t) as calculated by Equation (9); (f) model and experimental C 2 n (H) profiles averaged for the period of 11:00-17:00 LT.
Previous publications analyzing the distribution of C 2 n in the atmosphere, including in the boundary layer, have presented some model equations. For comparison, we used the model published in References [17, 35] . According to this model,
where the exponent p is equal to −2/3 in the case of stable stratification and −4/3 for convective conditions. Equation (8) is a somewhat truncated version of the initial equation [17, 35] , because it was used only for the atmospheric boundary layer. The calculations were carried out at K = 1. The value of C 2 n,s (H 0 ) was the structural characteristic calculated from the findings of the ultrasonic meteorological station (H 0 = 5 m). Figure 3d shows the results of the calculation using Equation (8), with the intervals of stable and unstable stratification separated by gaps. This separation was based on the temperature profiles shown in Figure 3b . Comparing the experimental data (Figure 3c ) with the model data (Figure 3d ), we found a discrepancy between them, especially in daytime. This was attributed, in particular, to the fact that the model profile from Equation (8) was smooth from the lowest level (H 0 ). However, as was already mentioned, the C 2 n (H) profile may have had a break in the height range 60-80 m at the observation site under convection conditions. In this case, the model has the form
where H d is the height of profile "breakage". It is obvious that a fixed value of H d was not physically justified. This value varied both within and between observation days. We did not study regularities of H d variations in this work. When processing the results of measurements from 9 June 2019, we used the value H d = 75 m and calculated the model distribution C 2 n (H, t) using Equation (9); it is shown in Figure 3e . According to this figure, the model values calculated by Equation (9) for the daytime were in somewhat closer agreement with the actual values in comparison to the calculations by Equation (8) (Figure 3d ). Figure 3f compares the averaged experimental C 2 n profiles for the 11:00-17:00 LT period with the model ones. The averaged profile calculated by Equation (8) is plotted with standard deviations. The averaged C 2 n profile calculated by Equation (9) was characterized by approximately the same spread in values. It should be noted that the plot of the averaged experimental C 2 n profiles corresponded to the median values, since at levels above approximately 350 m, the statistical provision of the estimates was poor and, in our opinion, it was preferable to consider the median values rather than the sample averages. In this case, the spread of C 2 n values at each level was characterized by the third quartile (Q 3 ) of the integral distribution function, shown here as half-bars near the experimental data. As a result, we concluded that the experimental data from the C 2 n (H, t) field in daytime were in good agreement with Equation (9) . However, under conditions of stable stratification, neither Equations (8) nor (9) provided for an adequate presentation of the C 2 n (H, t) field (at least, at our observation site).
In conclusion, we present some examples demonstrating the efficiency of sodar application in the cases where no one existing model of the height-time distribution of C 2 n in the ABL was able to describe the actual field of this parameter. Of particular interest, in our opinion, are situations with large values of C 2 n in the ABL under conditions of strong temperature inversions. One such case is shown in Figure 4 , corresponding to the winter season (2 February 2019). Figure 4a shows the initial echogram of the vertically oriented sounding channel, with the carrier frequency of 1900 Hz in the sounding pulse. The distribution of air temperature in the ABL in this period is shown in Figure 4b . A rather strong temperature inversion was observed in the ABL throughout the day. The temperature profile was close to isothermy in the layer below 200 m only in the period of approximately 16:30-17:40 LT. The height-time distribution of C 2 n for this day is shown in Figure 4c . According to this figure, even with the strong temperature inversion limiting the processes of turbulence generation and the turbulence lifetime, the values of C 2 n could be large, and not only in the near-surface layer. The results of C 2 n (H, t) calculation using Equation (8) with the exponent p = −2/3 (corresponding to stable stratification) are shown in Figure 4d . It is obvious that the height-time distribution of model C 2 n values differed widely from the experimental data shown in Figure 4c .
The results shown in Figure 4 are not unique. These situations occur quite often at the observation site, especially in the cold season [36] . This was confirmed by the data shown in Figure 5 , which shows the height-time distributions of the air temperature in the ABL (left column) and the structural characteristic C 2 n (right column) in the five days following 2 February 2019. Similar episodes were also observed later.
It should be noted that the intensity of the ambient (acoustic) noise in the periods of observations did not allow the reliable recording of sodar signals corresponding to C 2 n < 10 −16 m −2/3 . At lower ambient noise, it might be possible to obtain estimates of C 2 n ∝ 10 −17 ÷ 10 −18 m −2/3 and to achieve higher sounding levels, for example 1 ÷ 1.5 km. n C could be large, and not only in The results shown in Figure 4 are not unique. These situations occur quite often at the observation site, especially in the cold season [36] . This was confirmed by the data shown in Figure  5 , which shows the height-time distributions of the air temperature in the ABL (left column) and the structural characteristic Unfortunately, we were not able to compare the profiles of C 2 T (H, t) and C 2 n (H, t) calculated through acoustic sounding with other measures of these parameters. The reliability of the obtained estimates could be checked only through comparison with the existing models, and from the general physical laws governing the distribution of turbulence characteristics in the atmospheric boundary layer.
Conclusions
We drew the following conclusions. The methods and facilities of remote acoustic sounding were able to provide for calculation of the height-time distribution of the structural characteristic of air temperature C 2 T (H, t) in the atmospheric boundary layer and then, from this calculation, the structural characteristic of the refractive index of optical waves C 2 n (H, t). The height resolution in the estimates of these characteristics could range from a few meters to several tens of meters depending on the sounding parameters (duration of the sounding pulse, carrier frequency, and so on). The time step of measurements of the C 2 T and C 2 n profiles was determined by the height range of sounding, requirements of statistical provision of the estimates, and the effects of ambient factors (for example, acoustic noise). For the sodar results reported in this paper, the minimal time step in the calculation of C 2 T and C 2 n was 2 min, although, because of the high noise, we considered the time step of 10 min to be optimal in this case.
It should be emphasized that the results reported in this paper are only estimates and cannot be considered measured data, because they were obtained with some significant assumptions made. Nevertheless, we believe that the described technique allows correct determination of the order of magnitude of the parameters under study, and objective judgement of the height-time variability of C 2 T and C 2 n in the atmospheric boundary layer. In particular, attention should be drawn to the peculiarities of the vertical profiles of these parameters under conditions of strong temperature inversions, when these profiles seldom obey the existing models for the case of stable stratification.
We have also highlighted the potential of sodar as auxiliary equipment for online operation of optical instruments (telescopes, different-purpose laser systems), because sodar is able to provide, under some conditions, real-time profiles of the structural characteristics C 2 T and/or C 2 n , as well as the wind vector in the atmospheric boundary layer.
